DAMASCUS WORLDCUP

For five years, Coutellia has been offering visitors the opportunity to discover the Coutellia universe through
activities in its knife-making village. At its heart are numerous activities and demonstrations, including
metalworking, corkscrew making, knife assembly and sharpening, to mention just a few.
Coutellia’s Big Event! Organised by the Confrérie du Couteau LE THIERS® (Brotherhood of the Thiers® knife),
metalworking demonstrations will be taking place outside throughout the weekend. To the beat of the
hammer striking the anvil, festival-goers can discover the techniques behind a beautiful blade and gain some
metalworking know-how.

In 2022, as a world first, a team-based competition is being held focusing on the art of
metalworking and Damascus steel!
On the occasion of this new edition of the festival in 2022, the organising committee is offering exhibitors
and metalworkers the opportunity of entering an international Damascus steel competition during the
Coutellia weekend, 28 and 29 May 2022.

Competition Entrants:
Any team of 2–3 people, with at least one team member being a professional knife-maker or metalworker,
can apply to enter.
To enter, visit www.coutellia.fr, fill in the entry form and pay the entry fee.

Timetable:
Teams wishing to enter must send the entry form and an entry fee of €100 to the organising committee no
later than 14 February 2022.
The competition will be open to a maximum of 10 teams who, following selection, will have to create their
blade during the Coutellia weekend, 28 and 29 May 2022.

Blade Specifications:
The blade must conform to the specifications below:
Length: 12–15 cm
Width: 3–5 cm
Mechanism thickness: 0.5–1 cm

Competition Process:
Finalists going through to the next stage of the competition will make their blade during Festival Coutellia,
according to a schedule drawn up in advance, showing when each team will compete over the three days of
28 and 29 May 2022.
Each team will be given three hours’ working time to make their blade with the following materials:
An air hammer
A gas forge (+ 2 new gas bottles)
A coal forge (+ coal)
Two anvils + heat treatment oil
A workbench with welding equipment
A belt grinder, borax, and board.
A supply of steel, including the following types:
40 x 6 mm: 90MCV8
40 x 2 mm: 15N20
40 x 5 mm: XC70
40 x 8 mm: Fe
The final etching will take place in public, in the presence of the judges, on Sunday 29 May 2022 at 11 am.

The Winners:
The final decision will be made in a closed meeting of the organising committee members during Festival
Coutellia 2022.
The winners will be announced at Coutellia on Sunday 29 May 2022 and a prize-giving ceremony will take
place.
The prizes are:
1st prize – World Damascus Steel Prize: A cheque for €1,500, a trophy, and a seat on the judging
panel for the next Damascus Worldcup.
2nd prize – Prize for Originality: A cheque for €900
3rd prize – Popular Choice Prize A cheque for €600

Team Member Entry Form
(One form to be completed for each team member)
TEAM NAME:
SURNAME:
FIRST NAME:
DATE OF BIRTH:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
EMAIL ADDRESS:
COMPANY NAME:

I would like to receive information about events, activities, and services from the CCI Puy-deDôme.
I am under 18 and I have the permission of my parent(s) or legal guardian(s) to enter this
competition.
Entrants under 18 years of age must tick the box “I am under 18 and I have the permission of my parent(s) or legal guardian(s) to enter
this competition.” Entry into the competition will be taken as confirmation that they have the prior agreement of their parent(s) or
legal guardian(s).

Having read the attached Rules and accepting unreservedly all the conditions,
I, [name]................................................................. confirm my application to enter the competition
Place / Date:

Signature:

The signature must be preceded by the handwritten words “Read and approved”

FORM TO SEND BACK BEFORE THE 14 FEBRUARY 2022
With team’s forms / Description’s form filled
to evenements@puy-de-dome.cci.fr
Ou par courrier à
CCI du Puy-de-Dôme
Mondial du Damas 2022
148 Boulevard Lavoisier
63000 CLERMONT-FERRAND

DESCRIPTION’S FORM

BLADE’S NAME:

TECHNICALS INFORMATION:

DESCRIPTION :

SKETCH:

DAMASCUS WORLDCUP RULES
Article 1 – Aim of the Competition
The Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie (Chamber of Commerce and Industry) Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole
(CCI) with its headquarters at 148 Boulevard Lavoisier, is holding a world Damascus steel competition on 28 and 29 May 2022.
This competition is being held during an International Knife Festival known as “Festival Coutellia,” 2022.
The theme of the 2022 competition is “The Art of Metalworking and Damascus Steel”
Article 2 – Eligibility
This competition is open to any team of a maximum of 2 to 3 people, at least one of whom is a professional knife-maker or
metalworker, which team respects the conditions set out below:
One person could participate alone only if he/she is a professional knife-maker or metalworker
- Conditions pertaining to entrants:
Entry into this competition by any person aged under 18 years will be taken as confirmation of the prior agreement of
that person’s parent(s) or legal guardian(s).
- Conditions relating to the competition process:

The blade must satisfy the following conditions:
Type of blade: free choice
Blade size:
Length: 12–15 cm
Width: 3–5 cm
Thickness: 0.5–1 cm
The blade shall be ground and polished on at least one side.
The blade won’t need to cut.
The blade will have to be drilled with a hole of about 3 mm in order to harmonize the revelation to the
public.
Number of pieces: 1
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Materials used: as provided for all finalist teams

The blade must be made entirely by hand and by the team only, with no use of suppliers.

Any blade that is not in compliance with the conditions in this article will be disqualified.

Article 3 – Submission of Entry Applications

Application for entry is made up of the following elements:
The duly completed competition entry form must be submitted no later than 5 pm on 14 February 2022;
Optional: The completed description form - including the name of the team, a sketch and explanatory description of
the various metalworking stages and technical details - must be submitted no later than 5 pm on 14 February 2022

Entry is subject to the payment of a contribution to the administrative and organisational costs of the Competition, to be paid
by cheque, in the sum of €100 per team.

All these documents must be submitted to Mme Clémentine ALBOUY at the headquarters of the Chambre de Commerce et
d’Industrie du Puy-de-Dôme, 148 Boulevard Lavoisier, 63000 Clermont-Ferrand, France.

Article 4 – Selection of Finalists
The competition can accommodate a maximum of 8 teams taking part in the contest. Should there be more than 10
applications to enter, a panel made up of members of the Festival Coutellia organising committee will select the 10 finalist
teams.

To make the selection, the panel will look at the following criteria:
- Creativity: indicate on the completed description form the motivation behind your creative approach (10 lines,
maximum). This form must be returned to us.
- Aesthetics
- Technical details: indicate on the completed description form the technical details of the blade.
Applicants not selected for the final stage will have the entry fee cheque sent with their submission returned to them uncashed.
Finalists selected for the competition will have their entry fee cheques cashed and will no longer be entitled to reimbursement
under any circumstances.
Once the selection has been made, the finalists’ entries come into effect and they will not be reimbursed any sums paid should
they subsequently withdraw; such sums will remain the property of the CCIT. Confirmation of the team’s entry is subject to the
cheque clearing into the CCIT’s bank account.
The Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie du Puy-de-Dôme will anonymise all projects before their transmission to the judging
panel in order to ensure objectivity.
The panel’s decision will be communicated to the entrants on Monday 21 February 2022 by email, with a request for
confirmation of receipt of said email.
The panel’s decisions on the ten finalist projects selected for the next stage of the competition are final.

Article 5 – Competition Process

The blade creation contest will take place during the International Knife Festival known as “Festival Coutellia” 2022 on 28 and
29 May 2022.

Team members are asked to wear dark-coloured clothing; they will be provided with an apron in competition colours.
The working time allowed for each team will be a maximum of three hours (excluding polishing and etching the finalised knifeshaped steel bar).

The material made available to each team will be:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

An air hammer
A gas forge (+ 2 new gas bottles)
A coal forge (+ coal)
A anvil + heat treatment oil
A workbench with welding equipment
A belt grinder, borax, and board.
A vice
A hydraulic press available for both teams as well as an induction forge available on the space.

The steel supply available to each team on site will be made up of a choice of 4 types with the following dimensions:
➢
➢
➢

40 x 6 mm: 90MCV8
40 x 2 mm: 15N20
40 x 3 mm: XC45

The finalists must use only the materials and steel supplied by the competition organisers. the finalists could bring their own
little materials/equipment (hammer, clamp, …).

The contest will take place over the 2 days of Festival Coutellia, 28 and 29 May 2022. The schedule for each team’s time slot
will be established as below:
➢

Saturday
➢
➢
➢

28 May 2022:
Time slot 2: 9 am–12 noon – Team 1, Team 2
Time slot 3: 1 pm–4 pm – Team 3, Team 4
Time slot 4: 5 pm–8 pm – Team 5, Team 6

➢

Sunday 29 May 2022
➢ Time slot 4 a: 9 am–12 noon - Team 7, Team 8

Each team will be able to polish their blade in a space dedicated to this purpose after the 3-hour contest.
The final etching will take place in public, in the presence of the judges, on Sunday 29 May 2022 at 2 pm.
Any breach or infringement of the rules set out above will lead to the disqualification of the whole team.
Article 6 – Selection of Winners

To make the selection, the panel will look at the following criteria:
- Creativity - Aesthetics
- Technical details
- Quality of soldering
- Quality of etching
The Panel’s decisions will be final.
Article 7 - Prize-Giving
The prizes are:
1st prize – World Damascus Steel Prize: A cheque for €1,500 (one thousand five hundred euros), a trophy, and a seat on
the judging panel for the next world Damascus steel competition.
2nd prize – Prize for Originality: A cheque for €900 (nine hundred euros)
3rd prize - Popular Choice Prize: A cheque for €600 (six hundred euros)
No exchange of the cheque for the equivalent cash sum or any other prize will be possible.
Prizewinners must be present at the prize-giving ceremony, which will take place on Sunday 29 May 2022 at 3 pm in the
exhibition centre’s VIP area. Notwithstanding this, the prize may be sent to any prizewinner who is absent on the day due to
force majeure, that is an unforeseeable event beyond his/her control.
With the exception of force majeure, any prizewinner not present will be considered to have renounced his/her prize and will
not be able to claim it at any later time or date. Any prizewinner may also expressly renounce his/her prize.
Should a prizewinner renounce his/her prize, whether expressly or by default, the following rule shall apply:
-

If the prize renounced is 1st prize, it shall be awarded to the winner of 2nd prize, with 2nd prize being then awarded to
the winner of 3rd prize, as selected by the panel.
If the prize renounced is 2nd prize, it shall be awarded to the winner of 3rd prize, as selected by the panel.
If the prize renounced is 3rd prize, it shall be awarded to the runner-up in the public vote.

Article 8 – Guarantee Clause
The entrants declare that the blade created for the current competition is original, does not borrow from any existing protected
creative work and guarantees the organiser against any legal action, claim, or other third-party proceeding.
The entrant declares that the creation is not subject to any rights restrictions. He/she remains the owner of his/her work and
retains all rights to it in accordance with the conditions of these rules.

For composite works, the entrant(s) grant, free of charge, to the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole the right to
reproduce and distribute images of the prizewinning works under the conditions set out in Article 10.
The name of the creator or creative team and the title of the piece shall appear on any document that includes one of the
prizewinning creations.
Article 9 – CNIL
The data requested is required for entry into the competition. It will be held for a duration in compliance with the regulations in
force. Unless any entrant(s) object, this data may be used to send them information concerning the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont
Auvergne Métropole’s events, activities, and services.
The CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole undertakes to respect the regulations in force in respect of protection of
personal data, specifically the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). It undertakes to implement all appropriate technical
and organisational measures to ensure its handling of data meets regulation requirements and guarantees the protection of the
rights of the persons concerned.
In accordance with the regulations in force, every entrant has the right to access, modify or rectify any of his/her personal data.
He/she can also oppose or limit the holding or deletion of data concerning him/her or make a complaint to a regulatory
authority such as the CNIL.
Any entrant wishing to request information or to exercise his/her rights can do so by contacting the Délégué à la Protection des
Données [Data Protection Officer] at the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole at the following address: Service
Evénementiel - 148 Bd Lavoisier, 63037 Clermont-Ferrand Cedex 1, France or at the following email address: evenements@puyde-dome.cci.fr
Article 10 – Image Rights
Entering this competition implies complete and unreserved acceptance of these rules and authorisation of the CCI to circulate
and reproduce any photographic works created in the context of the 30-year anniversary of Festival Coutellia.
Entrants authorise the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole to set, use, reproduce, circulate, and modify these
photographs by any technical means and by way of any medium worldwide for a duration of 5 years from the date of the event.
The photographs may also be used under the same conditions by any third party authorised by the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont
Auvergne Métropole.
For entrants under 18 years of age, a parent or guardian’s authorisation regarding image rights must be supplied using the
template in the attached appendix.
Article 11 – Acceptance of the Rules
Entering the competition implies full and unreserved acceptance of these rules; completion and submission of the entry form
shall be taken as confirmation that entrants are aware of and accept the same.
The rules are available from the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole and will be sent, free of charge, on request to
any interested party. The rules can be downloaded from the Coutellia website at the following address: http://www.coutellia.fr
Article 12 – Organiser’s Decision
The CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole reserves the right, should there be cause, to nullify and/or cancel all or
part of the contest if it appears that fraud or malfunction has taken place in any form whatsoever, in particular any technologybased fraud or malfunction relating to entries or the judging process. In such a case, the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne
Métropole reserves the right to withhold any prize(s) from those suspected of fraud and/or to take any appropriate legal action
against the perpetrators of such fraud. Any person engaged in fraudulent behaviour will be immediately disqualified.
Article 13 – Lodging and Consultation of the Rules
Entering the competition shall be taken as full and complete acceptance of these rules, lodged with l’Etude de la SCP BARNIER
Thibaut - BREHM Eric, Huissiers de Justice Associés à CLERMONT-FERRAND, 43 Avenue Julien.
The said rules may also be consulted on the website of Festival Coutellia, the address of which is given in Article 11 of these
rules, and on request at the offices of the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole, 148 Boulevard Lavoisier, 63000
Clermont-Ferrand, France, or on request by post, subject to payment of postage costs or sending an SAE to the CCI Puy-deDôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole, at the following address: 148 Boulevard Lavoisier, 63000 CLERMONT-FERRAND, France.

Parent/Guardian Authorisation
Use of a Child’s Image
I the undersigned

..............................................................

hereby declare (please delete as appropriate)
▪ that I am the mother/father of the child and have full parental authority
▪ that I am the legal guardian of the child
▪ that I have legal custody of the child
Surname, first name: ……………………………………………………
Date of birth: …………………………………………………
residant at: ………………………………………………………

and I authorise the Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie Puy-de-Dôme to use any images created by the
Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie Puy-de-Dôme featuring my child.

This authorisation includes:
Image rights:
Entering this competition shall be taken as complete and unreserved acceptance of the competition rules and
authorisation of the CCI to circulate and reproduce any photographic works created in relation to the
competition.
Entrants authorise the CCI Puy-de-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole to set, use, reproduce, circulate, and
modify these photographs by any technical means and by way of any medium worldwide for a duration of 5
years from the date of the event.
The photographs may also be used under the same conditions by any third party authorised by the CCI Puyde-Dôme Clermont Auvergne Métropole.
For entrants under 18 years of age, a parent or guardian’s authorisation regarding image rights must be
supplied using the template in the attached appendix.

Parent/Guardian Authorisation
For the Use of a Child’s Image
Reproduction and distribution rights:
Prizewinners grant the Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie du Puy-de-Dôme the right to produce images,
by means photography, video, or drawing, of the blades created, as well as of any models, prototypes, and
sketches that may have been transmitted in relation to the competition.
Prizewinners grant the Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie du Puy-de-Dôme the right to distribute all or
part of the said images by means of any current or future public communications exercise and specifically by
inclusion in programmes, on posters, billboards, or online on computer or digital networks.
This is granted free of charge in accordance with Article L. 122.7 of the French Intellectual Property Code.
The rights granted are:
For the Coutellia Festival International du Couteau d’Art et de Tradition.
Across all national and international territories by means of worldwide communication
For a duration covering all communications operations before, during, and after the event
This authorisation includes the reproduction, publication, and circulation of images in their original form or
following adaptation for technical reasons by any means.

On the following media: multimedia, internet, paper
For the following types of communication: Promotion of the Coutellia Festival International du Couteau d’Art
et de Tradition.
Worldwide and for the duration provided for by the legislation.
This authorisation is given free of any charge.

Date and Signature:

